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Abstract 

The summer of 2018 witnessed a number of extreme weather events such as heatwaves in 

North America, Western Europe and the Caspian Sea region, and rainfall extremes in South-

East Europe and Japan that occurred near-simultaneously. Here we show that some of these 

extremes were connected by an amplified hemisphere-wide wavenumber 7 circulation pattern. 

We show that this pattern constitutes an important teleconnection in Northern Hemisphere 

summer associated with prolonged and above-normal temperatures in North America, 

Western Europe and the Caspian Sea region. This pattern was also observed during the 

European heatwaves of 2003, 2006 and 2015 among others. We show that the occurrence of 

this wave 7 pattern has increased over recent decades. 

Keywords: Extreme Weather, Heat Waves, Rossby Waves, Teleconnections  

1 Introduction 

Extreme weather events such as heatwaves and floods are harmful to society and can lead to 

increased mortality, crop losses, and damage to infrastructure and economy (1–3). The 

European heatwave of summer 2003 is considered one of the most severe natural disasters in 

recent European history, with the number of excess deaths reaching tens of thousands and 

sizable losses to agricultural production across Europe (1). The persistent Moscow heatwave 

in July – August 2010 led to 55000 casualties and 30% crop-yield losses in Russia, whilst the 

Indus-River flood in Pakistan destroyed infrastructure and affected millions of people (4, 5). 

More recently, the record breaking heatwave of summer 2015 caused widespread water 

shortages, agricultural damages and wildfires throughout Europe (6).   

 

While frequency and intensity of heat waves and heavy rainfall events are expected to 

increase in a warming world due to thermodynamic arguments (7, 8), the exact location and 

duration of these events are more uncertain and largely controlled by the atmospheric 

circulation, especially at mid-latitudes. Large-scale weather systems typically move eastward, 

but when the Jetstream strongly meanders this transport can come to a halt (9). Meanders in 

the jet are referred to as Rossby- or planetary waves and previous studies have pointed out 

that slow moving amplified planetary waves favor the occurrence of extreme weather 

conditions at mid-latitudes (10–12). Such quasi-stationary planetary waves can form (fully or 

nearly) circum-global teleconnections leading to the co-occurrence of unusual weather across 

the mid-latitudes (13–18). Moreover, the extreme heatwaves of 2003, 2010 and 2015 have 

been linked to high amplitude planetary waves. These heatwaves coincided with weather 

extremes occurring in other regions of the Northern Hemisphere (12). 

Early summer 2018 witnessed several record-breaking and persistent heat and rainfall 

extremes occurring near simultaneously in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) mid-latitudes (19–

21). These extremes include all-time temperature records measured in North America (e.g. 

Los Angeles and Montreal), in Western Europe (e.g. Glasgow, Belfast), the Caucasus (Tblisi, 

Yerevan) and Siberia as well as heavy rainfall in the Balkans and over Japan during two 

weeks in late June and early July.  
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Here we analyse the role of the atmospheric circulation in setting favorable locations of 

extreme weather events in early Summer 2018 and show that they were part of a recurrent 

wave-7 pattern (18). This wave-7 pattern is shown to constitute a recurrent teleconnection in 

Northern Hemisphere summer associated with persistent and above-normal temperatures in 

North America, Western Europe and the Caspian Sea region. We provide evidence that this 

pattern was also active during past episodes of extreme weather events, including the extreme 

summer heatwaves of 2003, 2006 and 2015 among others (12, 22, 23). Furthermore, we show 

that the identified pattern has increased in frequency and persistence over recent decades. 

2 Data and Methods 

Daily wind and temperature data were taken from the archives of the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (24)). In order to avoid 

spurious trends due to the introduction of satellite-measurements in the late seventies, we 

limited the analysis to years 1979 – 2018. Wind fields and surface temperature anomaly fields 

are of a 2.5°x2.5° lat./lon. resolution and precipitation fields are 0.5°x0.5° resolution. 

Phase velocities shown in Fig. 2e were determined using a fourth-order accurate numerical 

approximation of the transient derivative of phase based on daily data following Coumou et 

al. 2014 (3). In a second step 15-day running mean values of these daily phase velocities are 

calculated. Spectral decomposition of meridional wind at 300 mb to determine phase and 

amplitude of Rossby-waves was done using a fast Fourier transformation applied on the mid-

latitude band averaged over 37.5° N – 57.5° N (9). The surface temperature composite 

anomaly field (Fig. 4a) was compiled using weekly temperature anomaly fields based on grid-

point-wise detrended daily surface temperature fields. Statistical significance was assessed by 

comparing high amplitude events (>1.5 σ, where σ refers to standard deviation above mean) 

with the mean of all remaining weeks using a two sided t-test and an adjusted p-value 

determined by false discovery rate testing (FDR)(25).  

3 Results 

At the end of June, early July 2018 temperatures were anomalously high in specific regions of 

the Northern Hemisphere, namely the West-Coast of the US, Eastern Canada, western Europe 

including Scandinavia, the Central Asian regions around and to the North of the Caspian Sea 

and Siberia (Fig. 1a and Fig. 2a). Over the same time the mid-latitudinal upper tropospheric 

circulation was characterized by a strongly meandering jet that encircled the northern 

hemisphere in a regular pattern (Fig. 1b). The circulation regime of summer 2018 was 

remarkable, not only in terms of the amplitude and regularity of the wave-pattern but also due 

to its persistence, lasting for about 2 weeks from late-June to early-July.  
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Figure 1. Northern Hemisphere temperature anomalies and stationary Rossby wave 

pattern in early July 2018. (a) Surface temperature anomalies (from 1981-2010 climatology; 

15-day mean, centered on July 1st 2018). Oceans are masked in transparent grey. (b) As (a) but 

for meridional wind V (m s-1) in the upper troposphere (250 mb). Dashed lines indicate the 

longitudes and latitudes grid at 30° separation. 

Figure 2b shows the onset and persistence of the wave pattern as a Hovmöller plot (longitude 

vs. time) of the meridional winds averaged over the mid-latitudes (37.5°N-57.5°N, with the 

timing and longitude of persistent extreme weather events superimposed. Here, persistent heat 

extremes shown in Fig. 2b are defined using the 0.995 percentile threshold determined per 

grid-point based on detrended daily temperature anomalies (June-July 1979-2018, also see 

sensitivity analysis Fig.S11). Precipitation fields contain many ‘zeros’ and thus distributions 

of daily rain are highly skewed making thresholds based on percentiles challenging. Record 

statistics are commonly used when analysing precipitation extremes (8). Here we define 

precipitation extremes as the highest value measured at a grid-point in June-July 1979-2018. 

Only events that were persistent in time (i.e. meeting the extreme weather conditions for t ≥ 2 

days) in the mid-latitude (heat: 37.5°N – 57.5°N, rain: 35.25°N - 57.75°N) land-areas were 

considered. 

In general, the westerly circulation is baroclinic, meaning that there is a displacement between 

the circulation at upper and lower pressure levels. However, during episodes of amplified 

planetary waves the atmospheric circulation can be considered as near-barotropic, thus 

circulation patterns are vertically aligned (9) (also see Fig. S12). In such a situation, the 

longitudinal position of southward and northward meridional winds in Fig. 2b can be 

understood as alternating troughs (southward followed by northward wind) and ridges 

(northward followed by southward wind) that relate to local cyclonic and anti-cyclonic 

circulation, respectively. 
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Consistent with this circulation, heat extremes (red diamonds in 2b) are generally located 

below a ridge, associated with anticyclonic conditions. In contrast, precipitation extremes 

(blue triangles) are generally below a trough, i.e. cyclonic conditions. While two thirds of the 

detected extremes are consistent with this description, there are some exceptions. Events not 

consistent with this behaviour include heat extremes over the North American west coast 

(~125°W) during June and over East Asia (~135°E in early June and the precipitation 

extremes over central North America mid-July (~120°W) and central Asia (~125°E) end of 

July. Relatively low meridional wind speeds in these regions suggest that these events might 

not be directly linked to the large-scale circulation (Fig. S6a). The mid-latitude circulation can 

be quantified in terms of Rossby waves by decomposing it into its principal wave components 

using a Fourier transformation (10, 26). Starting at the end of June, a quasi-stationary 

wavenumber 7 (wave-7 from hereon) Rossby wave evolves (Fig. S3a, b) to large amplitude 

(Fig. 2b,c, Fig. S3c), near-stationary phase position (Fig. 2d) and near-zero phase speed (Fig. 

2e). Although early Summer 2018 saw several persistent heat and rainfall extremes, 

simultaneous extremes in the mid latitudes occurred mostly during the period of amplified 

wave-7, specifically over the Eurasian continent (Fig. 2b). Those include the heat extremes 

over the British Isles, the rainfall extreme over SE Europe, the heat extreme over the Caspian 

Sea region and the heat extremes over Siberia (19–21). The precipitation extreme over Japan 

also occurring within this period was linked to an ex-tropical storm but was likely influenced 

by the large-scale circulation (see SI for details). 

 

Wave-7 shows some unique behavior: it exhibits a persistent and preferred phase position 

when its amplitude increases (18) (also see Fig. S4), creating a circumglobal teleconnection 

pattern in NH summer (Fig. 3a,b). This is consistent with the work from Branstator et al. (27) 

and Ding and Wang (16) who showed that zonally elongated  zonal winds (see Fig. S9) can 

act as waveguides for planetary waves leading to co-variability in far-away regions (28). The 

amplitude starts to increase from mid-June, exceeding the 1.5 standard deviation threshold by 

the end of June (Fig. 2c) and persists at that high level until early July.  Concurrent with the 

rising amplitude, the wave shifts into its preferred phase-position (indicated by the dashed red 

lines in Fig. 2d, also see Fig. S4) where it persists for almost 3 weeks. The absolute phase 

speed of wave-7 thus slows down reaching almost zero when the wave enters its preferred 

phase position (Fig. 2e).  
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Figure 2. Time evolution of persistent wave-7 circulation pattern. (a) NH surface air 

temperatures (15-day mean centered on July 1st 2018). (b) Hovmöller (longitude-time) time 

evolution of the mid-latitude (averaged over 37.5°N – 57.5°N) 300 mb meridional winds. A 

stationary wave-7 pattern evolves during mid-June. The location and timing of persistent 

extreme events are marked by orange diamonds (heat extreme) and blue triangles (precipitation 

extreme). July 1st is marked by a horizontal white line, while the 15-day mean period is marked 

by horizontal black lines. The horizontal dashed lines mark the last day of June, while the 

vertical dashed lines separate the longitudes at 45° steps. (c) The amplitude of wave 7 increases 

and approaches the 1.5 𝜎 (red dashed line) end of June / early July when heat records are broken 

across the mid-latitudes. (d) Phase of wave-7 (radians). The phase becomes locked within its 

preferred position (marked by red dashed lines) by end of June. (e) Phase speed of wave 7 (m 

s-1). The phase speed slows down in concert with the increasing amplitude and the phase locking 

of wave-7.  

The occurrence of this specific circulation pattern was not unique to June/July 2018. The 

hemispheric circulation associated with amplified wave-7 is a recurrent pattern observed in 

other years. As a consequence of its preferred phase, it exhibits spatially confined troughs and 

ridges which then persist over specific regions (Fig. 3) (18, 29). A characteristic circumglobal 

pattern of alternating temperature anomalies thus arises across the mid-latitudinal belt with 

significantly elevated surface temperatures over central North America, Western/Central 

Europe and the Caspian Sea region (Fig. 3a). Here, high amplitude wave-7 events are defined 

by weeks in JJA where the amplitude exceeds the +1.5σ threshold (the pattern however is 

independent of the exact choice of threshold; see Fig. S5). In the regions identified above, 
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anomalous circulation arising from the wave-7 circumglobal teleconnection can then intensify 

the normal summer temperatures, contributing to heat waves on weekly to monthly time 

scales.  

 

To quantify the similarity of the wave-7 pattern (Fig. 3b) with the mid-latitude meridional 

wind in 2018, we compute their hemispheric spatial correlation in the midlatitudes (57.5-

37.5°N) also including separate sectors (Eastern hemisphere: 30W-150E, Western 

hemisphere: 150°E-30°W) (Fig. S2). During the phase-locked period (end of June, early July), 

the spatial correlations 𝜌 peak above a level of 0.4,  (statistically significant at the 99% 

confidence level) and remain over a threshold above 1.5 𝜎 (Fig.S2c). Analysis of the separate 

sectors reveals that this is mainly due to the very high agreement over the eastern hemisphere 

(30W-150E, 𝜌 > 0.8), although the western hemisphere nearly exceeds the 1.5 threshold as 

well. In agreement with summer 2018, notable past amplitude wave-7 events coincide with 

heat extremes in central Western Europe and the Caspian Sea region as suggested by the 

surface temperature anomaly map (Fig. 3a), among them the heatwaves of 2003, 2006, 2012 

and 2015 (12, 18) (also see Fig. S6, Table S1).  

 

Over recent decades the number of phase-locked wave-7 events (here defined as weeks with 

above average wave-7 amplitude within its preferred position, see Fig. S4) have increased 

significantly (95% confidence interval, Fig. 4b). Prior to 1999 there were no summers with 

two or more consecutive weeks of a wave 7 phase-locked circulation, but since then these 

have occurred (Table S2). Thus, the persistence of such situations appears to have increased. 

In fact, the average duration has doubled from about one to two weeks per year, while the 

number of years with more than two events per summer shows an almost eight-fold increase 

(Fig. S7). Although the trends are always upward, i.e. independent of the amplitude threshold 

used, their significance is sensitive to the amplitude threshold due to the reduction in 

ensemble size for high amplitudes (Fig. 4b). The number of wave-7 events (i.e. weeks with a 

high-amplitude wave-7 irrespective of its phase position) do not show statistically significant 

upward trends for different thresholds used (Fig. 4a). A statistically significant upward trend 

in the observed amplitude of summertime wave-7 is only detected when data from the pre-

satellite period is included (Fig. S7). The more pronounced trends in phase-locked events 

(Fig. 4b), compared to high-amplitude events (Fig. 4a) suggests that it is the phase-locking 

itself that has increased. In general, these trends can simply reflect multi-decadal variability in 

the earth system given that the satellite record is relatively short. Nevertheless, an enhanced 

land-ocean temperature contrast as a consequence of amplified land warming provides a 

physical mechanism for such waves to become preferentially phase-locked.  Such temperature 

contrast create an increased zonal temperature gradient at the coastlines and provide a 

stationary vorticity source that triggers and maintains atmospheric waves (30, 31). It is 

therefore possible that the relative position of land and ocean areas in the mid-latitudes with 

high values of dT/dx over the continental West-coasts could favour a hemispheric wave 7 

pattern (32). Such contrast would further enhanced by the cooling trend of northern Atlantic 

sea surface temperatures linked to a slowdown of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 

Circulation (33) and implicated in past European heat extremes (23) but this needs further 

investigation. 
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Figure 3. Composite plots of wave-7 events: A recurrent teleconnection. (a) Composite plot 

of surface temperature anomalies over the NH mid-latitudes (30°N - 67.5°N) during weeks of 

high wave-7 amplitudes (>1.5σ, N: 43 weeks, see Tab. S1) in summer (JJA) over the NH mid-

latitudes (30°N - 67.5°N) observed over the period 1979 - 2017. (b) 300 mb meridional wind 

speeds (northward: red; southward: blue) during those events. The filled stippling in (a) and (b) 

indicates grid-cells with significant deviations from JJA climatology using a significance test 

that accounts for the false discovery rate (FDR) associated with multiple testing (25), while the 

grid-points marked with hollow stippling indicate local significance. 

 

 

Figure 4. Recent trends in the occurrence of the wave-7 teleconnection.  (a) Number of 

weeks per summer season (JJA, 1979-2017) with wave-7 amplitude above average (>0σ), 1σ 

and 1.5σ irrespective of phase position. (b) Number of weeks per summer season (JJA) where 

wave-7 is in its preferred phase position (see Fig. S4) and the amplitude of wave-7 is above 

average (>0σ), >1 σ and >1.5σ. 
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4 Discussion 

Extreme weather events such as the heatwaves observed in summer 2018 can be the product 

of several compounding factors acting together. For example it has been shown that the 

extreme heatwaves in Europe (2003) and Russia (2010) were preceded by very low soil 

moisture content due to an anomalously dry spring season  (22, 34, 35). Similarly, during 

April-May 2018, soil moisture feedbacks may also have contributed to the magnitude and 

persistence of the observed heatwaves (34). Generally, heat waves are becoming more intense 

as the mean climate warms due to increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations (36). 

GHG warming also leads to enhanced water-holding capacity of the air (Clausius-Clapeyron), 

fueling heavier rainfall events(8). For these thermodynamic reasons, it is thus likely that the 

observed extremes in 2018 have in part been fueled by the global warming trend. However 

the timing, duration and location of a specific extreme weather event, can be largely 

controlled by the large scale circulation, especially at mid-latitudes (37).  

While the direct response of weather extremes to thermodynamic drivers is generally well 

understood, large uncertainty remains of the indirect response from the changing atmospheric 

circulation under a warmer climate (37–41). Dynamical changes in the circulation have been 

proposed to explain the increase in persistence and magnitude of recent summer extremes that 

are otherwise unaccounted for using simple thermodynamic arguments (41, 42). This 

arguments are particularly relevant in the case of Western and Central Europe as well as the 

Southern Central US being repeatedly struck by devastating heatwaves (22, 43–46). Summer 

storm tracks have been weakening over recent decades (47) which likely influences planetary 

wave behaviour. In boreal summer the amplitude of synoptic Rossby waves (waves 5 and 

higher) have indeed been increasing recently, in agreement with our results (48). However, 

others studies have shown that upward trends over a relatively short period are difficult to 

assess (49) and traditional blocking indices also show no changes in summer (50).  

The regions for which an increase in the persistence of regional weather regimes was 

identified (Europe and Western Asia) match those related to the wave-7 teleconnection 

pattern (51). Planetary wave resonance has been discussed as a potential mechanism to 

generate high amplitude synoptic wave patterns in boreal summer (9, 12, 18) and necessary 

conditions were present in June-July 2018 as well (also see discussion in SI). Recent trends in 

the zonal temperature profile due to anthropogenic climate change might favour resonance 

conditions (32). This temperature profile is characterized by enhanced land warming over 

high latitudes favouring the formation of an Arctic front jet, and subsequent double jet in the 

zonal mean (12, 32). In fact, for 2018 such Arctic front jet is clearly visible over the Eurasian 

continent (Fig. S9), which might be the reason that planetary wave patterns were specifically 

amplified and persistent.   

5 Conclusion 

In summary, we have shown that the summer 2018 featured a series of nearly simultaneous 

extreme weather events that coincided in time and space with a circumglobal teleconnection 

constituted by an amplified Rossby wave (wave-7) in the mid-latitude jet stream specifically 
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over Eurasia. These extremes include the heat-records of June/July broken in Western Europe 

and Caspian Sea region, as well as the extreme and devastating rainfall events in South-East 

Europe. Tropical ENSO variability in 2018 was in a neutral state and thus unlikely to be an 

important factor behind the extreme weather events in the NH. This recurrent wave-7 

circulation pattern conducive for heat waves acts in addition to the thermodynamically driven 

increase in heat, creating possibilities for very-extreme heat waves, specifically in the 

identified regions: Western Europe, North America and Caspian Sea region. We show that 

this circumglobal teleconnection pattern has increased in frequency and persistence in recent 

years.  Given the high impacts of these extremes in terms of mortality, morbidity and 

agricultural losses, this presents major risks for society and global food production in 

particular, since the main breadbasket regions are located in the mid-latitudes. Further 

research is required to fully understand the combination of factors that trigger these observed 

wave events, and what determines their preferred phase position, so that predictability of 

future extreme events can be improved.   
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